



INDEXED JOURNALS ASSOC. PROF. DR. 
MUHAMMAD SABRI BIN SAHRIR
15 – 17 NOVEMBER 2019 
(FRIDAY & SUNDAY)
8.30 AM – 5.00 PM
ARABIC LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT, 
SULTAN SYARIF ALI ISLAMIC 
UNIVERSITY (UNISSA), BRUNEI 
DARUSSALAM
WORKSHOP TENTATIVE (DAY 1)
8.00 am – 8.30 am  Registration of participants
Slot 1




9.00 am – 10.30 am
 Academic Writing in Journal Articles
 Indexed and Non Indexed Journals
 Arabic, English and Malay Journals
 SCOPUS and WOS indexed Journal
10.30 am – 11.00 am BREAK
Slot 3
11.00 am – 12.00 pm
 Ingredients of Article Writing
 Effective Writing Strategies 
 Journal Indexing 
 How to Select and Publish in ISI/SCOPUS Journals
 Selection of High Impact Journals
 Blacklisted Journals 
12.00 pm – 2.00 pm BREAK 
Slot 4
2.00 pm – 5.00 pm
 Start Your Writing: Practical Session 1
 Presentation and Discussion
WORKSHOP TENTATIVE (DAY 2)
Slot 5
8.30 am – 9.30 am
 Polish Your Writing: Practical Session 2
 Presentation and Discussion
Slot 6
9.30 am – 10.30 am
 Selection of Suitable Journal
 Practical Session 
10.30 am – 11.00 am BREAK
Slot 7
11.00 am – 1.00 pm
 Submission of Article to the Chief Editor/Editorial Board
 Submission of Article through Open Journal System (OJS)
 Evaluation Criteria of Reviewers’ Reports and Editorial 
Considerations
 Decision of Article Publication
 Publication Fees
 Copyright of Publications
1.00 pm – 2.00 pm BREAK 
Slot 8
2.00 pm – 4.00 pm
 Promote Your Articles 
 Increase Your Citations
 Conclusion
WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
A) TO INTRODUCE THE ACADEMIC WRITING OF JOURNAL ARTICLES.
B) TO HELP THE PARTICIPANTS IN PREPARING THEIR WRITING FOR 
JOURNAL PUBLICATION.
C) TO SHARE EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES IN WRITING A 
JOURNAL ARTICLE.
D) TO ASSIST THE PARTICIPANTS IN PUBLISHING THEIR ARTICLE IN HIGH 
IMPACT JOURNALS.
WORKSHOP OUTCOMES
A) THE PARTICIPANTS WILL BE EQUIPPED WITH NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE 
AND SKILLS IN WRITING JOURNAL ARTICLES.
B) THE PARTICIPANTS ARE ABLE TO SELECT SUITABLE JOURNALS FOR 
THEIR JOURNAL ARTICLES ESPECIALLY THE HIGH IMPACT JOURNALS.
C) THE PARTICIPANTS ARE ABLE TO PREPARE AND SUBMIT THEIR FIRST 
MANUSCRIPTS FOR THE SUBMISSION TO THE EDITORIAL BOARD OF THE 
JOURNALS.
D) THE PARTICIPANTS ARE ABLE TO PROMOTE THEIR JOURNAL ARTICLES 
AND INCREASE THE CITATIONS AS WELL.
WORKSHOP OUTLINE
• REFEREED AND NON REFEREED JOURNALS
• INDEXED AND NON INDEXED JOURNALS 
• EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES IN ARTICLE  WRITING
• SELECTION OF HIGH IMPACT JOURNALS
• HOW TO SELECT AND PUBLISH IN ISI/SCOPUS JOURNALS
• BLACKLISTED JOURNALS BY MOE MALAYSIA 
• EVALUATION CRITERIA OF REVIEWERS’ REPORTS AND EDITORIAL CONSIDERATIONS
• DECISION OF ARTICLE PUBLICATION
• PUBLICATION FEES
• COPYRIGHT OF PUBLICATIONS












WRITE & PUBLISH ????
ONLINE DATABASES FOR JOURNAL





REFEREED & INDEXED JOURNALS
• Refereed/Non Refereed
• Indexed – WoS (previously 














HOW TO START ?
• Your Thesis (MA/PhD)
• Your Conference Paper
• Your Book Chapter
• Your Book Review
• From ZERO
• CONVERT YOUR PRESENTATION DURING VIVA INTO A CONFERENCE PAPER, AND 
THEN ARTICLE.
• DETERMINE THE AREA OF WRITING, REVIEW OF LITERATURE OR CASE STUDY.
• SELECT THE CONTENT AND COMPRESS INTO AN ARTICLE.
• REFER TO THE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES OF A JOURNAL.
• PREPARE YOUR FIRST DRAFT OF ARTICLE.
• CONSULT YOUR SUPERVISOR FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT.
• SEND YOUR ARTICLE TO THE CHIEF EDITOR THROUGH EMAIL OR OJS.
•WAIT FOR FEEDBACK, REVIEWER’S COMMENTS, DOING CORRECTIONS AND FINAL 
SUBMISSION.
SEVERAL TIPS FOR PREPARING AN ARTICLE
INGREDIENTS OF WRITING
TYPES OF ARTICLES
• ‘CASE STUDY’ ARTICLE
THIS ARTICLE INCLUDES FULL LENGTH RESEARCH, NOTES, EMPIRICAL AND TECHNICAL 
PAPERS BASED ON RESEARCH. BASICALLY, IT INCLUDES :-
• INTRODUCTION
• RELATED ISSUES OR THEORIES
• PROBLEM STATEMENT
• METHODOLOGY




• "NON- ‘CASE STUDY" ARTICLE/REVIEW/THEORETICAL ARTICLES
THE PAPERS UNDER THIS CATEGORY INCLUDE CONCEPTUAL, THEORETICAL, 
CORRESPONDENCE, E-LETTERS, BOOK REVIEWS AND RESEARCH PROPOSAL. THE 
COMPONENT OF THIS PAPER SHOULD CONSIST OF AN :-
• INTRODUCTION
• BODY TEXT COMPRISING IMPORTANT ISSUES




HOW TO POLISH YOUR WRITING
•REFER TO YOUR SUPERVISOR !!!
•YOUR RESEARCH GROUP/COLLEAGUES
•REFER TO OTHER ARTICLES/JOURNALS




SELECTION OF HIGH IMPACT JOURNALS








ISI/WEB OF SCIENCES (WOS) DATABASE
HTTP://IP-SCIENCE.THOMSONREUTERS.COM/MJL/
SCIMAGO AND SCOPUS DATABASE
HTTP://WWW.SCIMAGOJR.COM/JOURNALSEARCH.PHP








JOURNAL DIRECTORY FOR ARABIC/ISLAMIC 








•WAITING PERIOD (AT LEAST 3 MONTHS)
•NOMINATION OF REFEREES (3-5 EXPERTS)
•DECISION AND REVIEWS FROM THE REFEREES
•CORRECTION/DECLARATION OF AUTHORS
•EDITORIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
•EVALUATION CRITERIA OF REVIEWERS’ REPORTS 
•DECISION OF ARTICLE PUBLICATION
•PREPARING A REPORT BASED ON REVIEWER’S REPORT
•PUBLICATION FEES
•COPYRIGHT OF PUBLICATIONS
SUBMISSION OF ARTICLE TO 
CHIEF EDITOR/EDITORIAL BOARD
GET YOUR ARTICLE PUBLISHED
•PUBLICATION REQUIREMENT FOR PHD STUDENTS
•MA STUDENTS – BEST STUDENT AWARD
•PASSION/SATISFACTION
•SELF PROMOTION IN ACADEMIC WORLD
•COLLABORATION IN A RESEARCH GROUP/FRIENDS.
•REFER TO YOUR COLLEAGUES!!!
PROMOTE YOUR ARTICLES 
& INCREASE YOUR CITATIONS
• GET YOUR ARTICLES PUBLISHED
• PASSION/SATISFACTION
• KNOWLEDGE SHARING




GET YOURSELF KNOWN – GOOGLE SCHOLAR 
GET YOURSELF KNOWN – RESEARCHGATE

REFLECTION
إلى اللقاء
muhdsabri@iium.edu.my
